In this paper we defined the Img κ category and researched the properties of monomorphism, epimorphism and isomorphism for digital categories which are related with the categorical structure in [1] . Also initial and terminal objects in digital categories are defined by using κ − adjacency relation. Hence we determined the initial and terminal objects of digital categories which have digital image with κ − adjacency as objects. In addition to this we proved that the objects of the same type in a digital category are isomorphic.
Introduction
Digital Topology is a field of mathematical science which investigates the image processing and digital image processing. Many Researchers, for example Rosenfeld [2] , Han [3] , Kong [4] , Boxer [5, 6] , Karaca [7] and others have contributed this area with their research. The notion of digital image, digital continuous map is studied in [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . Their characterization and effective computation became a useful tool for our research. Then we carry this notion to category theory and we construct some fundamental category models in digital topology.
We introduce the Img κ Category and give the monomorphism and epimorphism properties of Img κ category. Also we define the initial and terminal objects in Img κ and prove that initial and terminal objects are isomorphic in Img κ .
Preliminaries
In this study we indicate the set of integers by  . Then n  denotes the set of lattice points in Euclidean n − dimensional spaces. A finite subset of n  with an adjacency relation is said to be digital image. 
. f is called to be The basic notions of Category Theory is given in [8] , [9] . Also digital and soft properties of categories are investigated in [1] , [10] . • For each ( , ) A κ , Img κ − object, the identity map 
